A novel (n,n+1) Visual Secret Sharing (VSS) Scheme based on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operators was presented in this paper. The proposed schemes without adopting Boolean operations make full use of the local contrast features of LBP operators to conceal secret image data into different image shares, which can then be used to recover the secret easily and exactly through the computation of LBP operators. Compared with state-of-the-art algorithms, experiments show that our proposed schemes demonstrate good randomness in shares and exact determination in reconstruction process without much computational cost.
Introduction
A secret sharing scheme is a method to share secret information in a group to avoid potential treats of interruption, modification such as malicious attack and individual inadequate management [1, 2] . Visual secret sharing (VSS) or Visual cryptography (VC) scheme belongs to the category of secret sharing scheme, and just with its secret information is an image. Naor and Shamir [3] first presented this concept and a novel detailed scheme is proposed for binary image. The main idea is to split an image into n random shares which separately reveal no information on the original image, and then the original image can be reconstructed by superimposing the two shares. The n shares are n random images printed on transparencies, and the recovered process just need superimpose k or more share images to reveal the secret information by human vision without any computation.
Such convenient recovered property without any computation attracted much attention after the appearance of the first VSS scheme. Many researchers devote to optimizing the pixel expansion (denoted by m) and the contrast (marked by α) problem [4, 5] . Also, Multiple secret VSS schemes are the objectives for many researchers [6, 7] .
In this paper, LBP operators were integrated into Deterministic VSS scheme to realize the image information hiding and sharing. The original LBP operator, which measures the local contrast of pixels, is widely used in the texture classification and face recognition [8, 9] . By its inverse construction, we can adjust the secret binary bits into the local contrast of sharing pixels obtained by randomness and secret key control. When recovering the secret image, we can reorganize the shares and get the exact secret binary bits by calculation of LBP operators with secret key. extensive experiments show that the proposed schemes are promising and have produce satisfied results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the basic knowledge of LBP operators. In Section 3, the VSS schemes based on the LBP operators was proposed, and the experimental results and analysis are provided accordingly. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Basic Local Binary Pattern Operator
The local binary pattern (LBP) operator was proposed to measure the local contrast in texture analysis [8, 9] . It is the first order circular derivative of patterns that are generated by concatenating the binary gradient directions. A histogram of these micro patterns contains information about the distribution of edges and other local features in an image.
The conventional LBP operator [8] is defined in a circular local neighborhood. Using the center pixel as the threshold, its circularly symmetric P neighbors within a certain radii R are individually labeled as 1 when the value is larger than the center, while labeled as 0 when the value is smaller than the center. Fig. 1 shows the computing process of the 3×3 conventional LBP operator, the central pixel is 45, and its LBP code is 108. The entire LBP codes or micro patterns composite a texture spectrum of an image with 256 gray levels, which is often used to extract image features for classification or recognition. LBP method is not only relatively simple and of low computation complexity, but also has a rotational invariance, gray scale invariance and other significant advantages. Therefore, LBP has obtained fruitful results and is widely used in image matching, object detection and tracking. Next section we will make use of the reverse computing process of LBP operators to construct the secret image shares.
The Proposed (n,n+1) VSS Scheme based on LBP Operators
For a binary image consisting of black and white pixels, we firstly design a simple (1, 2) scheme (BVSS) based on the improved LBP operator (ILBP) [10] to show the basic sharing principle. ILBP operator adopts a parameter to control the difference between neighboring pixels. If the difference between two pixels does not reach an extent controlled by α, the two pixels were regarded as the same. It is defined as follows:
where g is the mean value of pixels in the neighborhood. In our BVSS scheme, we replace g mean with g , and take the control parameter α ∈ 0,1 as the secret key. The algorithm based on ILBP is given as follows.
Algorithm 1a. Encoding
Input: A binary secret image i, j | i, j ∈ 0,1 , 0 i 1,0 j 1. Gray level L.
Output: 2 share images i, j and i, j ∈ 0,1, ⋯ , L with the size of and gray level . Parameter .
Algorithm 1b. Decoding
Input: 2 share images S i, j and S i, j ∈ 0,1, ⋯ , L with the size of M N , and control parameter α.
Output: A reconstructed secret image B B i, j |B i, j ∈ 0,1 with the size of M N.
We use the Boat, Barbara and Lena binary images to test the performance of the BVSS scheme. Fig.2 shows the experimental results for the three images with gray level L=256. The parameter α for each secret image is 0.03, 0.10 and 0.15, respectively. These shares display good randomness and visually disclose no information of the secret images, and can exactly recover the secret images. For secret binary images, we can design (n,n+1) scheme to realize these images sharing and exact reconstruction. For n pixels from each of n images, we can give n+1 shadow blocks in circular or line or rectangle forms to contain the sharing data. In fact, section 3.1 is a (1, 2) sharing scheme for one binary secret image. Fig.5 gives some examples of (n, n+1) shadow blocks in different forms. In Fig.5, " •" stands for shadow pixel position, and " " represents for center pixel position for threshold. We can randomly determine the position of the central pixel, which is important for us to encode and decode the shares. The method can be easily extended to Visual Cryptography for gray or color images. 
Conclusions
In this paper, novel visual sharing schemes based on LBP operators are presented to benefit from preserving the valuable advantages of LBP operators. The proposed method can be applied to images with different formats or different gray levels. Compared with tradition VSS-based Image sharing schemes, the proposed scheme benefits valuable merits including lossless secret reconstruction, generalization of image format, easy-to-align problem, and no codebook required. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed schemes are satisfactory and effective. It is noted that the proposed schemes have the pixel expansion and center threshold pixel location problems. In the future, we will focus on these two problems, at the same time, probabilistic VSS schemes will also be combined with LBP operators in our coming research.
